MyNice
The reliable professional
alarm system for a secure
connected home.

Everything
under control,
even at a distance
With MyNice, you can
manage your home
alarm system
and automations
easily and safely
using a single device.

Feel at home,
feel protected
MyNice movement detectors
guarantee maximum protection
both outside and inside, even
when you're at home.
The vertical double curtain sensor
can also detect transit through
doors and windows even
when open. Live your home
in complete freedom,
without compromising on safety.

Feel at home
and never
be alone
With MyNice, your home welcomes
you by opening the gate, turning
the lights on and deactivating
the alarm. Antipanic function,
burglary alarm and medical alert
with you at all times.

Feel at home
even when you're
far away
With the MyNice World app,
you can manage your home even
at a distance, opening and closing
awnings, blinds and rolling shutters,
turning lights on and off and
activating and deactivating the alarm.
With Nice PhotoPir, you can also
receive real time images and check
what is happening in your home
at any moment.

MyNice control unit:
your home
at your fingertips

Characteristics
Bidirectional communication between the alarm devices,
guaranteeing reception of the sent commands and confirming
their execution

Thanks to the colour touch display
and intuitive navigation menu, managing
your alarm system and home automations
has never been so easy.

Protection of up to 99 zones in 6 areas to create
a made-to-measure system for all types of home
Wide range of control devices: iOS and Android apps, transmitter,
keypad with safety code, transponder badge
Built-in Wi-Fi module
Optional PSTN and GSM/GPRS modules to communicate
the alarm status via text or voice message
Up to 64 different Nice radio automations can be memorised

Create the right scenario
for every situation

Users with customised
functions and access

A home that knows
your habits

Safety and comfort,
for them too

Everything under control,
wherever you are

24h total
protection

Set personalised scenarios
and activate them with
a simple gesture. For example,
the "Return home" scenario
opens the gate and garage door,
turns the lights on
and deactivates the alarm.

Have you called the gardener,
but you're not at home?
No problem! With MyNice,
you can associate up to 64 users,
each with an individual
access code and different
functions enabled.

Wake up every morning
with sunlight and go to sleep
every evening without worrying
about turning the lights off
or the alarm on: memorise
your favourite scenarios and
programme them for whatever
days and times you want.

Thanks to the MyNice
detectors’ Pet Immunity
function, you can enable
the alarm even when your small
pets are at home, avoiding
improper alarms.

In the event of an alarm,
or on request, the Nice PhotoPir
detector lets you receive real time
images on your smartphone
in a few seconds, visible even in
the dark thanks to the built-in flash.

MyNice protects you not just from
intrusion, but also from accidental
undesired events: the flooding
and smoke detectors signal an
incipient fire or flood immediately.

Deterrence and prevention
for a safer home
MyNice guarantees top safety
and protection for your home,
preventing intrusions
even before they occur.
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PhotoPir and notification
The system warns you if entry or movement
in the monitored area is detected
and the Nice PhotoPir detector sends you
a detailed image in real time.

Voice siren
If someone approaches your house,
the voice messages emitted by the siren
warn them that the area is protected
by an alarm system.

Pre-alarm

Alarmed area.
Keep away!

Deterrence

A complete range to facilitate integration

Wireless and mixed wireless
and wired, with touch screen
and easy intuitive navigation
menu.

Local and remote
management

Transmitter with four icon keys,
wall-mounted or portable
keypad, transponder badge
and iOS and Android app: with
Nice, you're spoilt for choice.

Deterrence
and warning

Outdoor and indoor siren
with voice messages
and built-in flashing light.

Alarm
Warning and sound from sirens
As soon as someone forces a window or door
to enter your home, the sirens are activated
and the system informs you and the police
of the intrusion.

Professionalism and service: the added value of Nice specialists
A highly qualified team of professionals
provides complete support during design
and installation to create a system
made-to-measure for your home.

Control units
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Safety
and protection

Wide range of volumetric
and magnetic contact
detectors for installation
indoors or in protected
outdoor environments.

To find your nearest Nice installer,
visit the www.niceforyou.com site

Welcome to your Nice World
For gates
and garage doors

For indoor and outdoor blinds
and awnings, rolling shutters
and Venetian blinds

For alarm
systems

For lighting
systems

MyNice
World App

Nice SpA
Oderzo TV Italy
info@niceforyou.com

www.niceforyou.com
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Use your smartphone to manage
your home's Nice alarm systems
and automations: gates, garage doors,
awnings, indoor and outdoor blinds,
rolling shutters, lighting and irrigation
systems and other electrical loads.

